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Gyaltsab Je writes:

Understandthis point as follows. In his Jewel of the Middle Way, the MasterShanta
Rakshitadescribesboth the stagesby which a discipleof sharpfacultiesengagesin the
path, and the stagesby which a disciple of dull facultiesengagesin the path. In our
presenttext thenwhat we describedirectly arethe stagesby which the primary disciple
for whomtheCommentary on the Later Part, on the Greater Way wasdesigned—which
is to say, a person of sharp faculties who belongs to the greater way—engages in the path.
Realize that, by so doing, we also imply that there does exist the other set of stages too.
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Onemay askhow all this canbe establishedlogically. A personof sharpfacultieswho
belongsto the greaterway doesso first by establishing,clearly, two things—andalways
both of them together. These are (1) the fact that one must attain perfect, total
enlightenmentfor the sakeof everyliving being;and(2) the fact that it is possibleto do
so. After this they make the resolutionof the wish for enlightenment:they think to
themselves,“I will now attainBuddhahoodfor thesakeof everyliving being.” If though
onewere to makethis sameresolutionwithout havingany logical reasonfor doing so,
then this would indicate that they were a person of dull faculties.
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Now it is from grasping,clearly, just how it is that onedevelopsboth greatcompassion
and a pure senseof personalresponsibilitythat one can realize that it is necessaryto
achieveenlightenmentfor the sakeof living beings. And it is from realizingemptiness
andeverythingthatgoesalongwith it thatonecanrealizethatit is evenpossibleto attain
enlightenment.
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Fromthis you candeducethenthat—fora personof sharpfaculties—itis necessaryfirst
to perceiveemptiness,evenif all you hopeto do is developthe stateof mind that hopes
for no morethanachievingthe freedomof nirvana. And from the Book of Three Levels
onecanunderstandthatpeopleof dull facultiesfirst developthewish for enlightenment,
and only afterwardswork to graspemptiness. One should also be awarethat, even
thoughemptinessis coveredin the Book of Three Levels, it is doneso only in a way
which is ancillary to the main emphasis of the text, which treats the teachings on method.
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And it's not at all asif ThoseWho HaveGoneThuswould abandontheir efforts to lead
thesedisciplesfurther on. Becauseafter this point they help them destroyany chance
that therecould appearin their mindsany thoughtthat would focussolely on their own
needs,striving for nirvanafor themselvesaloneand desertingothersby ignoring what
they need. And for this theseBuddhasemployperfectlypurediscussionsin which they
demonstrateto thesediscipleshow the threeelementsin any particular interactionare
empty of existing by nature; and to these words too they link the method side of things, in
its mostcompleteform, speakingto thesedisciplesin turningsof the wheelabouthow
one can never turn back from the search for total enlightenment.

In this way thenThoseThusGonedo their work in the realm of sufferingbeingswho
possessa greatvariety of different sortsof potential:they carry their disciplesup to the
perceptionof emptiness,a perceptionwhich is imbued with the fullest form of the
methodsideof things,by addressingthe variousseedswithin them;thevarioustypesof
students; speaking to their various aspirations, whether they be to reach the
enlightenment of a listener, or that of a “self-made” Buddha, or that of the greater way.

The Meaning of the Jewel

From the root text of the Commentary on the Latter Part:
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The Jewels are the perfect “Rare Supremes”
Because they occur only rarely,
And because they are free of impurity,
Possessed of great power,
Jewel ornaments for the world,
Infinitely supreme, and never-wavering.
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Gyaltsab Je comments on the verse as follows:

Herethenis thethird point,which is anexplanationof themeaningof thename“Jewel,”
[which in Tibetanconsistsof the two words koin, or “rare,” and chok, or “supreme”].
This we will cover in two parts, relating to the root text and to the commentary.

TheSanskritword ratna refersto a preciousstone,andin a casewherewe addtogetheer
severalunits of meaningto convey a specific sensecan also be translatedas “jewel”
(koin-chok), or thatwhich is rareandsupreme.Therearesix differentwaysin which the
Jewels are like precious stones.
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They are, first of all, (1) rare in that they occur only rarely. Because they are (2) free of
the impurity of their opposites, they are free of the fault of failing to help you achieve
what you wish.  They are (3) possessed of great power, and so they are of great value.
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The Jewels are, furthermore, of great benefit; thus they are (4) jewel ornaments for the
world. Of all the objects which have high qualities like those just mentioned, they are (5)
infinitely supreme—and so they are truly unique. Finally, they react neither to praise nor
to criticism or the like, and are thus (6) never-wavering. And it is for all these reasons
that we call them “Jewels.”
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Here now we turn to the second point, the commentary, where it speaks of “in
summary...” The Jewels are like precious stones in that they occur only rarely; a great
many eons may come and go, but those who have failed to develop the necessary store of
virtue will never get a chance to encounter them.
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The point of this particular part is to advise us that—given that the Jewels are supreme
among all things that occur only rarely, and given that they are so incredibly difficult to
find—then in this moment that we have found them we must go for refuge to them,
making the greatest of efforts to do so, and never leaving off these efforts.
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If you take a wishing jewel, and clean it carefully, it becomes free of impurities such as
dirt and the like. The Jewels are free of impurity in just this same way; they are totally
free of the impurity of being unable to protect us, or of failing us when we need them.
This part is meant to convey the fact that the Jewels are free of the fault of not having the
capacity to protect us; and that the Jewels alone are appropriate as a refuge, whereas
worldly deities and the like are not.
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A wish-giving jewel grants us food, and clothing, and other things we can use; thus it is
of great power. In the same way, the Jewels are possessed of the inconceivable power of
their high qualities: the six different types of supernormal perception and the like.
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A wish-giving jewel grants a great many of the things that people of the world might
wish. The Jewels too are jewels for the world, since they are the cause behind great
virtue: the wish that all living beings might achieve the higher rebirths and ultimate good.
This part is meant to demonstrate how helpful the Jewels are, and the great necessity for
taking refuge in them.
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A wish-giving jewel is infinitely supreme when compared to fake jewels. Thee Jewels
again are similar, in that they have transcended the world.  This part is describing how the
Jewels have nothing in common with false kinds of refuge, such as worldly deities; it
shows how the Jewels are matchless, and the very highest kind of refuge.
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A wish-giving jewel does not show any kind of reaction in the face of praise or criticism,
or anything of the like. The Jewels too are the same, never wavering in the way that they
protect us, regardless of whether we praise or criticize them, whatever. And this is
because they are distinguished by their direct perception of ultimate reality, whose nature
has not been produced by varying causes or factors.

The entire description above completes our presentation of the Jewels in the sense of a
result that one is attempting to attain.

Taking Shelter in the Buddha
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Gyaltsab Je describes taking refuge in the following words:

Here secondly is our explanation of the meaning of refuge. We will present first the
meaning of refuge in general, and then treat the meaning of particular cases. The former
of these will be covered itself in three categories: the divisions of the object in which we
take refuge; the way in which we take refuge in this object, and then support for these
concepts.
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Here is the first of the three. The presentation we will make here on the subject of refuge
will be made relative to the concept of the three objects of refuge as it appears in the
teachings in general; it is not something we will present only with reference to the the
three Jewels mentioned so far in this particular commentary.
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Now the types of refuge are two: refuge where a result is set forth as the object of refuge,
and refuge where a cause is set forth as the object of refuge. As for the first, people who
belong to the greater way seek to achieve all three of the Jewels within their own being;
as such, all three of the Jewels can be considered for them resulting objects of refuge.
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As for peoplewho belongto the trackof a “self-made”Buddhaor thatof a listener,it is
only eithertheDharmaJewelor theSanghaJewelwhich canbeconsidered,respectively,
anobjectof refugefor them. Now it is admittedlytruethatlistenersdoattaintheDharma
Jewelwithin their being,but the presentationaswe give it hereis relative to the three
divided separately.
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Regardingthe secondtype of refuge,we can say that all three of the Jewelsmay be
considered objects of refuge for people of all three of the different tracks.  This is because
peopleof all threetrackslook towardsthe ThreeJewelswhenthesehavealreadybeen
attainedwithin the beingof someoneother than themselves,andconsiderthemfirst as
the Teacherwho teachesus the path;and then they considerthe path that they'vebeen
taught as being the path that can bring them to freedom; and consider finally the
community of realized beings who are properly practicing this path to be their
companionson thepath. As such,theyseeeachindividual Jewelasbeingsomethingthat
they would like to attain within their own being.
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Here secondlyis our descriptionof the way in which we take refuge. It is when we
decidedeeplyin our heartsthat we considerthe Jewelsa foundationanda helpmatein
accomplishingour escapefrom the terrors of suffering and spiritual obstacles;the
“Paradise”schoolalso acceptsthis descriptionof the way. [The Tibetan for this last
phraseis unclearandthetext maybecorrupt.] Consideringanyparticularoneor moreof
theJewelsto bea helpmatein thesenseof oneto beattainedwithin your own beinglater
on is whatwe call “result” refuge. Consideringthosethatarealreadyattainedwithin the
beingof anotherpersonto be a helpmatethat canliberateus from what we fear is what
we call “cause” refuge.
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It's not necessarilythe casethat, if someonetakescauserefuge, then they take result
refugein all threeJewels;but it is the case,as we mentionedearlier, that if one takes
result refuge then one is taking causerefuge. Thereforeyou should understandthat
people of all three tracks take both cause and result refuge.
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Herenext is the third point, on supportfor theseconcepts.They aredescribedasabove
in the Sutra Requested by the Householder Ugra:
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O householder, how is it that a bodhisattva goes for refuge in the Buddha? O
householder, a bodhisattva householder does so through the act of thinking to
themselves, “I will attain, perfectly, the form of an Enlightened Being, adorned as
it is with the 32 signs of a great being.” And then they begin to undertake all the
virtuous acts through which these 32 signs of a great being are produced. This
then is how a householder bodhisattva goes for refuge in the Buddha.

The Qualities of the Coming Buddha

The following brief description of the Buddha Jewel is taken from a Sera Mey Monastery
textbook on the perfection of wisdom written by Choney Drakpa Shedrup (1675-1748),
who also did the famous commentary to the Diamond Cutter Sutra:

#(m=-.-:$-;v#=-;k +},-#(m=-1*:-@m,-.8m-[0=-#,=-1*:-*v# k=$=-

W=-+!},-1&}#-#m-13,-(m+k +{-;-+A{-,k \o,-Q}0-.8m-=$=-W=-+!},-1&}#-

+$-k +},-+1-.8m-=$=-W=-+!},-1&}#-+$-#(m=k =$=-W=-+!},-1&}#-+{-

9},-),-0W+-+$-X,-.-9m,-){k +A{-#6m-:$-+},->m-9},-),-+$-k #6,-+},->m-

9},-),-#(m=-+$-k +{-:{-:{-;-@{-08m-#=v1-#=v1-9}+-.8m-@m:k

Here secondly is the presentation of our own position. The definition of the Buddha
Jewel is “That ultimate place of refuge which has brought the two goals to their ultimate
end.”

This Buddha Jewel can be divided into two types: the apparant Buddha Jewel and the
ultimate Buddha Jewel.

The Buddha Jewel is possessed of eight high qualities: these consist of the two general
types of qualities—those that relate to accomplishing ones own goals, and those that
relate to accomplishing the goals of others—and then three qualities that come under
each of these two types.

+{-W:-9m,-){k :$-+},->m-9},-),-;-Wv-V{,-#6,->m=-8`o=-1-A=-.8m-9},-),k

80+-P};-K;-08m-[s,->m=-Es0-.8m-9},-),k a-K}#-21-> m=-Q}#=-.:-K}#=-1m-ao=-
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.8m-9},-),-#=v1-+$-k

This further is true because the Buddha Jewel possesses the following two sets of three
high qualities each.  The qualities that relate to accomplishing ones own goals include:

(1) The quality of not being produced by other causes and factors;
(2) The quality of things being accomplished spontaneously, without any

conscious effort; and
(3) The quality that it cannot be realized, fully, only through words and ideas.

#6,-+},-;k <{=-A-*1=-%+-#7m#=-.-1={,-.8m-9},-),k \o,-;-0P{-0-0P{-

08m-9},-),k +},-\o,-au0-ao=-.-ao=-.8m-9},-),-#=v1-+$-X,-.8m-@ m:-){k Wv+-

R-1-;=k

The qualities that relate to accomplishing the goals of others include:

(4) The quality of knowledge—of being able to see all existing objects;
(5) The quality of love—of love for every living being; and
(6) The quality of power—of being able to accomplish all goals.

And this is true because the Commentary to the Latter Part includes that verse which
goes:

k8`o=-1-A=-<m$-[s,->m=-Es0k

k#6,->m-V{,->m=-K}#=-1m,-.k

k1={,-+$-0P{-+$-ao=-.:-X,k

k+},-#(m=-X,-.8m-=$=-W=-(m+k
k%{=-#=v$=-.8m-@m:k

As<Sk«tm! AnaÉaegm! ApràTyyaeidtm!,

buÏTv< }ankaé{yz®yupet< ÖyawRvt!,
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Buddhahood is a state possessed of two goals,
And possessed of knowledge, love, and power.
It is unproduced and spontaneous,
And does not realize things due to another.

Gyaltsab Je on the Qualities

#=v1-.-;-#(m=k Hm-0-+$-k ;,-,}k k+$-.}-,mk 3n#=-=v-0%+-.-8+m=-%m-

6m#-0%,-%{-,k

Our next part, the third, hastwo sectionsconsistingof a questionandthe answerto the
question.  The question goes as follows: “What is this verse teaching us?”

#(m=-.-;-#(m=k P-0-+$-8E{;-.8}k k+$-.}-,mk =$=-W=-+!},-1&}#-#m-

9},-),-#(m=-=v-8`o=-){k :$-+},-&}=-<m-!r-+$-k #6,-+},-#7v#=-<m-!r8}k

Theanswercomesin two parts,relatingto the root text andto the commentary.Hereis
the first.

Thehigh spiritualqualitiesof theBuddhaJewelcovertwo differentcategories:theBody
of Reality, which relatesto the fulfillment of onesown needs;and the Body of Form,
which relates to the fulfillment of others' needs.

k+$-.}-;-#(m=k +A m$=-+$-k :m#-.8}k k+$-.}-;-:$-06m,->m=-M1-.:-+#-

.-8`o=-1-A=-.-+},-+1-.8m-0+{,-.-+$-k Q}-0v:-M1-+#-80+-P};-({-0:-6m-08m-

[s,->m=-Es0-.-+$-k :m#-.-'m-W-0-1={,-.8m-9{-<{=-#6,-> m-V{,->m=-K}#=-.-1m,-.-

=}-=}-:$-#m=-:m#-.:-A-08}kk

The first of theseitself hastwo parts:ultimate reality, andunderstanding.The first of
thesefirst involves ultimate truth, which is unproduced, a natural stateof purity. It
includesaswell a kind of spontaneity, an achievedpurity whereall consciouseffort is

13
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ended. The understanding is a wisdom, a knowledge of the way things are, which can
only be realized by each person on their own, and not due to another person.

#(m=-.-#6,-+},-#7v#=-<m-!r-;k 'm-${+-.-1={,-.8m-9{-<{=-+$-0P{-0-+$-1={,-.-

P{-#(m=-<m-ao=-.:-X,-.-+},-#(m=-X,-.8m-!r-,m-=$=-W=-+!},-1&}#-(m+-+}kk

Secondly there is the Body of Form, which fulfills the needs of others. It involves the
knowledge which perceives the total amount off things to be known; and love; and the
power imparted by knowledge and love. Thus we have Jewel of the Buddha, this state of
enlightenment, possessed of bodies that fulfill the two goals.

#(m=-.-,m-P-3n#-8+m=-,m-1+}:-0&r=-,-9},-),-0W+-+$-X,-.8m-=$=-W=-(m+-0I}+-

+}k k9},-),-0W+-#$-6{-,-&}=-<m-!r=-0&r=-.-8`o=-1-A=-.-:$-06m,-> m=-M1-

.:-+#-.-(m+-+$-80+-P};-({-0:-6m-0=-#6,-+},-[s,->m=-Es0-.-+$-Q}-0v:-M1-+#-

8&+-.8m-!0=-=v-[s,->m=-Es0-.-8&+-.8m-Wv-13,-,mk

As for the commentary, these lines from the root text describe—in summary—a state of
Buddhahood wherein one is possessed of eight different fine qualities. And what are
these eight qualities? The first set are those taken in by the Body of Reality: (1) natural
purity, which is unproduced; and (2) spontaneously working for the goals of others in a
way where all conscious effort is ended. Now you may wonder why here at the point
where we should be speaking about the type of purity which is achieved, we are going
into an explanation of this type of spontaneity.

#6,-+},-80+-1{+-[s,-Es0-_p-8'v#-.8m-8#;-V{,-J-0-,mk <{=-a m0-<m=-0& r=-.8m-

K{,-8K{;-9,-;#-0%t-#(m=-<m-,$-,=-7#-.-1{+-.8m-;=-6{=-.k ;v=-$#-#m-;=-

1$},-.:-8`o-A{+-.8m-\o,-U }$-#m-P};-0-J-1}-+{-9m,-;k +{-({-0:-6m-0-,k ($=-.-

1*:-*v#-%m$-k #6,-+},-80+-1{+-[s,-Es0-_p-8'v#-.-9m,-,}k k'm-W-0-K}#=-.-

#6,->m-a8m-V{,->m=-1$},-.:-K}#=-.-1-9m,-.-+$-k
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The reasonis that thereis a certainvery subtlefactor which actsagainstour ability to
work towards fulfilling the needsof others in a spontaneousway. This factor is
considereda kind of obstacleto omniscience,and is what we call “karma without
impurity” as a step in the twelve links of dependent origination.

This type of karmarefersto a very subtle form of consciouseffort or motivation that
inspiresoneto performactionsof bodyor speech.Whenthis typeof effort is ended,then
onehasreachedtheultimatefreedomfrom negativities,andcanwork to fulfill theneeds
of others in a way which is effortless, spontaneous.

As noted, (3) the ability to perceivethe actual way in which all things exist is not
something that one realizes in a direct way through the aid of someone else's words.

#7v#=-<m-!r=-0&r=-.-+{-#=v1-K}#=-.-'m-${+-.-1={,-.8m-9{-<{=-+$-*v#=-I{-&{,-.}-

+$-1={,-0P{-#(m=-<m-ao=-.-+$-]m-#(m=-.}-E$=-.-:$-#m-+},-/v,-=v1-3~#=-.-+$-k

#6,->m-+},-/v,-=v1-3~#=-.8}k k+{-,m-E$=-<m-+A{-0-21-0%,-.-9m,->mk W=-

.:-8}#-_p-8&+-+}kk

Now therearethe qualitiesinvolved with the Body of Form. Theseare(4) the wisdom
which, knowing the abovethree,knows the entire amountof things to be known; (5)
great compassion; and (6) the power involved with this knowledge and love.

On top of thesesix thenwe addthetwo generalcategoriesto which they belong:(7) the
ultimateability to fulfill one'sown needs;and(8) theultimateability to fulfill theneeds
of others.

Whatwe'vepresentedhereis morefor thepurposesof enumeration;we'll get into a more
detailed explanation of these qualities later on.

06m-.-;-#(m=k P-0-+$-k 8E {;-.8}k +$-.}-,mk =$=-W=-<m-&}=-

<m-!r-:$-06m,-M1-+#-#m-&-,mk [{-#,=-8'm#-#=v1->m=-0&r=-.8m-*}#-1-+$-+0v=-

+$-1*8-1{+-.8m-:$-06m,-9m,-.8m-@m:-8`o=-1-A=-.-6{=-0I}+-;k

Our fourth point from aboveagaininvolvesboththeroot text anda commentary.Hereis
the first.
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Consider the part of the Buddha's Body of Reality which is a natural purity. We refer to
it as the “unproduced” because it has a nature which is free of any beginning, middle, or
end in the sense of the three stages of starting, staying, and stopping.

80+-P};-*1=-%+-({-0:-6m-0-&}=-<m-!r=-:0-_p-@{-0-%,-9m,-.8m-@m:k #6,-+},-[s,-

>m=-Es0-%{=-A-0:-0I}+-+}kk

And we speak here of “fulfilling the needs of others in a spontaneous way” in the sense
of this proceeding from the Body of Reality, wherein all conscious effort is ended.

1(1-#6#-=}-=}-:$-#m=-K}#=-.:-A-08m-@m:-a-+$-M1-.:-K}#-.-#6,->m-V{,->m=-

K}#=-1m,-.-6{=-A8}kk

What we mean when we say that this body is “not realized due to another,” what we
mean is that it is not realized through something else in the sense of words and concepts:
for it is something which can only be realized by each person in a state of deep
meditation.

+{-W:-:$-06m,-M1-+#-+$-k Q}-0v:-M1-+#-+$-k 'm-W-0-1={,-.8m-9{-<{=-M1-

.-#=v1-K}#=-.8m-@m:-'m-${+-.-1={,-.8m-9{-<{=-=}kk

We speak of a “knowledge of the total amount of things to be known” in the sense of a
knowledge of the three different things just described: the natural state of purity, the
achieved state of purity, and the wisdom which knows the real way in which all things
exist.

+},-+1-.8m-0+{,-.-1={,-.=-'m-W-0-1={,-.:-1m-8>v:-:1-6{-,k

Now someone may ask the following question:

Can't we just say that you know the real way all things exist when you
know ultimate reality?
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=$=-W=-<m-'m-${+-.-1={,-.8m-9{-<{=-+{=k 'm-W-0-9$-1={,-1}+-<mk 8+m:-,m-'m-

W-0-1={,-.-808-6m#-#m-X}#-.-,=-1-06#-%{k <{=-A-'m-W-0-+},-+1-.8m-0+{,-.-

={1=-%,-*1=-%+-;-I{=-=v-bo#=-.:-#7m#=-.8m-&-,=-M1-.:-06#-#} k

We admit that it would be true to say that the wisdom of a Buddha which knows the total
quantity of things which exist would then also know the actual way in which all things
exist. But you need to understand that we don't speak of the “wisdom which perceives
the total quantity of things” only in contradistinction to the wisdom which perceives the
way in which all things exist. Rather, we delineate this sort of wisdom from the point of
view that it engages incidentally in every living being as it engages in ultimate truth, or
the way that all things really exist.

=$=-W=-<m-*v#=-Wv+-<m-8#}#-0+{,-9$-+},-+1-.8m-0+{,-.-9m,-1}+-<mk +{-9$-

<{=-A-'m-${+-.-1={,-.=-=+-.:-`o-A=-,=-0%,-.=k 'm-${+-.-1={,-.-6{=-A8}kk

And it is the case that truth of cessation in the mental continuum of a Buddha is an
example of ultimate reality; but still we speak of a knowledge of it as a knowledge of the
total amount of things to be known, in that we have specifically made the point that this
kind of knowledge perceives it.

0=1->m=-1m-=0-.8m-9v;-+{-+#-1-K}#=-.-M1=-;-+{-K}#=-.8m-;1-%},-.:-14+-.8m-

@m:-,-*v#=-0P{-0-1$8-0-+$-ao=-.-/v,-=v1-3~#=-.-9{-<{=-+$-*v#=-I{-9m=-#6,->m-

Wv+-`o-&r#-0#;-+$-(},-1}$=-($-0:-14+-.8m-@m:-:}kk

Certain people have not yet realized these inconceivable objects, and we say that a
Buddha possesses high love because they undertake to teach these people the path to
realize them. And they use their perfect power, and their wisdom and love, to help others
eliminate the suffering and mental afflictions that these people still possess in their
mental continuums.

+$-.}-#=v1->m=-:$-+},-/v,-=v1-3~#=-.-0%,-){k @ m-1-#=v1-> m=-#6,-+},-/v,-

=v1-3~#=-.-0%,-.-9m,-,}kk
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The first three qualities we've described then relate to the perfect ability to fulfill one's
own needs, while the latter three relate to the perfect ability to fulfill the needs of others.
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